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Agenda
- Welcome
- Rationale for providing PP tours
- Objectives
- “The Meat”
- Discussion to share information
- Questions
- Evaluations
- Happy Hour!

Pre-Tour Objectives
- Create a responsive tour policy
- Define and compare purposes of visitors
- Offer tour “menu” to meet individual needs
- Communicate back to plan tour together
- Create schedule with staff

Tour Objectives
- Present a sample of packet materials
- Describe the “flow”

Post-Tour Objectives
- Interpret tour surveys
- Summarize data
- Follow-up with visitors
Tour Policy


Who Are Our Visitors?

Teachers Policy Makers

Tour Menu

Communicate back Create schedule with staff

Packet Materials

Begin with the END in mind Purposeful and Responsive

The Flow

Interpret and Summarize Data

MY DOCTOR SAYS MY HAIR LOSS IS CAUSED BY ME WORTHING ABOUT DATA LOSS!
Respond to Visitors

What did you think?

- Discussion
- Questions

When we are teaching children using Pyramid Plus strategies 😊

Hope to see you all SOON!